
Note: The Brakes Overheating message is only
available with SVR vehicles.

Illuminates briefly as a bulb check,
when the ignition is switched on.

If the lamp illuminates while driving, suspect
low brake fluid level or a fault with the Electronic
Brake Distribution (EBD) system.

Stop the vehicle as soon as safety permits and
check and top up the brake fluid, if necessary.
If the lamp remains illuminated, seek qualified
assistance before continuing.

PARKING BRAKE (RED)

Illuminates when the Electric parking
brake (EPB) is correctly applied. If
the lamp flashes, a fault has been
detected. Seek qualified assistance
urgently.

BATTERY CHARGE (RED)

Illuminates as a bulb check, when
the ignition is switched on and
extinguishes when the engine is
started.

If the lamp remains on or illuminates while
driving, there is a fault with the battery charging
system. Seek qualified assistance urgently.

SEAT BELT (RED)

Illuminates, accompanied by a
chime, when the vehicle is in motion
and an occupied front seat belt is
unbuckled.

The lamp will extinguish when the relevant seat
belt is buckled.

Note: Objects on the front passenger seat may
activate the Seat belt reminder. It is
recommended that any objects placed on the
front passenger seat are secured using the seat
belt. See 28, USING THE SEAT BELTS.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING (RED)

If the Lane departure warning
system detects that the vehicle has
crossed either of the lane markings
that it is travelling within, without
activation of the appropriate
direction indicator, then the relevant
lane will illuminate red. This may
also be accompanied by a vibration
felt through the steering wheel.

HYBRID SYSTEM BATTERY FAULT
(RED)
Note: All hybrid vehicles, except Chinese hybrid
vehicles.

Illuminates if the Hybrid high voltage
system is unable to shut down, and
is accompanied by a warning
message in the Message centre. For
more information, see 104, HYBRID
SYSTEM WARNING MESSAGES.

ENGINE/TRANSMISSION (AMBER)

Illuminates briefly as a bulb check,
when the ignition is switched on.

If the lamp illuminates when the engine is
running, there is an emissions related fault with
the engine or transmission. The vehicle can be
driven but may enter limp-home mode, with the
possibility of reduced performance. Seek
qualified assistance as soon as possible.
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https://topix.landrover.jlrext.com:443/topix/service/procedure/493075/PDF/38f7cbc2-9d25-4570-a634-0786243d3e0d/en_GB?#pagemode=none&toolbar=0&statusbar=0&messages=0&navpanes=0&view=FitH&page=1
https://topix.landrover.jlrext.com:443/topix/service/procedure/493075/PDF/7b0cb6b6-b13d-424f-a773-de0e6e9df19b/en_GB?#pagemode=none&toolbar=0&statusbar=0&messages=0&navpanes=0&view=FitH&page=1
https://topix.landrover.jlrext.com:443/topix/service/procedure/493075/PDF/7b0cb6b6-b13d-424f-a773-de0e6e9df19b/en_GB?#pagemode=none&toolbar=0&statusbar=0&messages=0&navpanes=0&view=FitH&page=1

